
At the heart of Africa…
IRMD Africa!

let’s build a savvier Africa

research ● consulting ● audits

Marketing Intelligence & Strategies

Crux, Hostia et Virgo
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Crux, Hostia et Virgo

Who are we?
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Why IRMD Africa ?

In Africa, many companies open doors every day with the ambition of

creating wealth and providing answers to the multiple needs and wants of

various markets. As African markets increasingly offer great economic

opportunities, local and foreign competing investors are scrambling to

meet the multiple needs of the different target groups.

Despite the strong vision and proven technical skills of entrepreneurs,

many out of them do not realize their full potential by lack of skills and

management tools. The most striking limitations are marketing and

financial skills. Strong will and greater technical competence are not often

enough to make a project a success. Knowledgeability in market dynamics

and the choice of an appropriate financial model are indisputable factors of

success.

Even larger companies sometimes have profound misunderstanding of

marketing and financial or banking tools, which limits their ability to

negotiate and compete on their respective markets.

Globally, all businesses, large and small, often need to use these two key

skills (marketing and finance) to create, consolidate or grow their

business. These skills are scarce and when they are available, not all

companies can hire them as a “permanent position" because of the load

that this could entail. Also, companies often need an expertise or an

outside look at their different business issues for insights accuracy and

reliability. It is specifically to meet these needs that IRMD Africa has been

created.
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A history, a committed team, a continent…

The availability of actionable information has long been a challenge in

Africa. Market research and marketing solutions represent a kind of luxury

for many businesses in Africa. Intuition roots most strategic decisions.

IRMD now represents an ardent hope for Africa and the organizations that

operate there because it is working to make available credible and useful

information developed for reliable decision making without the pain of the

price.

Our bet is to efficiently assist organizations in Africa for them to become

and remain profitable and sustainable. This thirst all the time lies at the

heart of IRMD activities. With a team committed to serve our atypical

continent, IRMD can integrate every social and cultural characteristic of

the brave African people to give more value to its partners.

IRMD is very proud to be African and absolutely believe in the progress of

Africa by Africans. We simply take our place in what we do best, and we

offer our partner the best in strict compliance with international standards.

our vision is simple:

"Becoming in 2030, the world leading company who best

understands African organizations and fully meets all their needs in

marketing decision making"

So, we do not ambition to have the largest market share or having the

largest representation or presence across African countries, but each of

our interventions is and should remain the guarantee of effective growth of

the organization we assist. We believe it! And we know so well how to do it

because it represents our core mission…
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Mission and core values…

Our mission

"Identifying the peculiarities of each of our

customers’ needs, offering the best solutions

and methodologies, put our expertise at your

service and make all your decisions a

guarantee of growth and profitability for your

business”

Our values (REACH, Making you reach the

highest peaks in your industry) are the

foundation of our vision and mission:

Relationship, because we live and operate in a

world with humans with whom it is vital to

maintain good relations in the long term;

Excellence, because excellence, better than the

performance guarantees we all continued

success;

Anticipation, because the needs of tomorrow do

not exist yet, because we have to find out what

your customers think and want even before they

do realize it, because our duty is to understand

you beyond your expectation and offer solutions

that truly meet your needs;

Culture, because Africa is important to us,

among others across its cultures that affect

immediately the business environment…;

because without a strong corporate culture we

cannot continuously satisfy you;

Honesty, because we constantly manipulate

confidential information and our integrity

determines the security of your data; because

your data deserves great respect!

You will surely be proud to partner with us!

IRMD Africa, Let’s build a savvier Africa!
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Our distinctive approach: IRMD iBIO

We are clearly identified by our approach iBIO we designed for you to:

i = immerse: Each market research, business plan, strategy

development or training project calls an excellent understanding of the

environment and context. Different levers after various analyzes

effectively guide our proposals to meet your real needs.

B = Build: As we based on the near-perfect understanding of your

needs, your context and environment (PESTLE analysis outcome), we

build for you the "solution". This step includes among others two key

aspects: the relevance and measurability of our proposals. We believe it

is not just about drafting a proposal but what is proposed must be a

concrete response to what your company is facing as a challenge.

I = Implement: After submission and validation of our technical

proposal (research, Business Plan, audit, training), we implement the

"solution" based on a timeline and a predefined dashboard. Precise and

clear indicators allow you to easily assess our job.

O = Optimize: This step of our approach is present throughout the

whole process. The only motto here is: do better, do better and get the

most benefit to our customers both at strategic and operational levels.

We do not intend and do not conceive or imagine an executed job

without measurable outcome.
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IRMD Q2A: A quality assurance agreement…

Components of IRMD Q2A / PPi
Pondération / IRMD

PPi

1 Timing 20

2 Materials 10

3 Objectives, Reporting & Presentation 35

4 Data integry and confidentiality 25

5 Overall perceived quality of service (customer) 10

How does it work ?

 When your company ask IRMD Africa for a research, consultancy

or marketing training proposal, we ensure to provide you with our

best technical and financial offers, and our know-how.

 As you accept our offers and project is commissioned, we offer you

the Quality Assurance Agreement that will secure your investment.

We execute the project in compliance with mutually agreed

business terms and conditions, IRMD Q2A, and international

standards. We do our best effort to ensure your expectations are

met if not overpassed.

IRMD PPi, Project Performance Index

 Pre-defined and weighted indicators allow easy calculation of the

performance of IRMD on that particular project (IRMD Project

Performance Index, IRMD PPi).

 The pass rate is 90%. Rebates apply systematically (grid available)

according to the score and if IRMD PPi <50%, IRMD Africa should

return to you within 30 calendar days any initial payment received,

while giving you total and definitive enjoyment of results achieved

during the execution of the mission.

NB: Each component comes down in specific indicators, weighted as

well. The components 1, 2, 3 and 4 are calculated on a completely

objective basis, based on achievement, and there won’t be

dissimilarities at both sides as far as their appreciation is concerned.

Component 5 is entirely left to the client appreciation, who rate the job

according to his overall satisfaction.
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Crux, Hostia et Virgo

What do we do?
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3 areas of expertise…

►Marketing Intelligence & Strategies

Qualitative and Quantitative Research

Fieldwork and Data Processing

Business strategies and actions plan

► Business Plans & Financial Services

Business Plan

Banking and financial services

► Marketing Workforce & Empowerment

Marketing Pro Trainings

Recruitment of Marketing team

Temporary Marketing Team
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Marketing Intelligence & Strategies

IRMD Marketing Intelligence & Strategies offers a variety of full marketing

and opinion research solutions that make your decision-making easier and

ensures that actionable recommendations are "successful levers".

Our team of qualified experts in marketing intelligence & strategies has a

thorough understanding of the culture and psychology of the African

customer and consumer. It has made it easy for us to make simple what is

complex giving you a 360° enlightened view of your market and your

target groups.

We work closely with you from the beginning to understand your specific

needs to match as best as possible our solutions. We help you build

powerful strategies for measurable results in the first quarter of

implementation.

We offer complete solutions of:

▪ Quantitative and Qualitative Studies

▪ Fieldwork and Data Processing

▪ Development of marketing strategies and action plans

Contact us for more information or for a quote.
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Field approaches

Our fieldwork approach include:

▪ Desk research

▪ F2F interview using PDA and IRMDsurvey app

▪ SMS Interviews

▪ Computer Assisted Telephone Interview (CATI)

▪ IDIs

▪ FGDs

▪ Observations/ethnographics

▪ Text analytics and Sentipent Analysis
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Business Plans & Financial services

Business plan

An excellent idea does not guarantee the success of a

project. One of the key success factors of a project is a solid

business plan. Taking the time to create a technically

relevant and economically viable business plan with proper

planning is already a secure promise for success. Also,

without a consistent, relevant and viable business plan, you

will not have the attention of your banker.

At IRMD we help you develop a relevant, coherent and

viable business plan in two stages:

1. Our dynamic financial analysis module in Excel designed

solely for your project gives you an in-depth detail of each

financial aspect of your project (basic assumptions,

investments, revenues, expenses, financing plan, structuring

financing, the forecast operating account, the forecast

balance sheet, cash flow analysis and the DSCR, sensitivity

tests, etc.), which allows you to directly modify certain

elements and to appreciate their relative influence on one or

another element.

2. After presentation and validation of the financial analysis

module, we proceed to the writing of the business plan. We

based on the financial information from the analysis and the

descriptive, technical information that you have sent us. As

part of this stage, we conduct a marketing research

(upstream of the financial analysis) that forms the basis of

the revenue estimates. We also carry out an inventory of all

the risks related to the project to propose suitable mitigation

factors.
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Plans d’affaires et services financiers

Financial services

As soon as you have your business plan, you start looking for

financing to implement your project. This exercise is not easy

especially in Africa. We help you find the best financial institution

with the best conditions in your market according to your project.

We accompany you until the required facility is obtained.
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Marketing Workforce & Empowerment

Marketing skills are very specific, and your organization should

struggle to get the appropriate for your businesses. When an

organization has a successful marketing team, it always

succeeds because it is the cornerstone of your business.

To support you, we offer solutions of:

▪ Marketing Pro Trainings

▪ Recruitment of Marketing team

▪ Temporary Marketing Team
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Crux, Hostia et Virgo

Why you should
try… and trust us?
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IRMD is unique…

Our team is young and experienced. Thanks to a vast

network, IRMD stands out from many other consultancy

firms in Africa.

Our distinctive advantage lies in our local expertise. We

understand your customer, the African consumer to an

excellent extend, we got to know its character… all its

dimensions.

Technical expertise is one of our strengths. Our staff is

energetic, motivated, and committed to providing

exceptional service to each of our clients.

We care to listening to you, and strive to understand your

needs.
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They have entrusted us…

We conducted missions with full customer satisfaction for…
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IRMD Africa
Limited company with capital of XOF 8.000.000

RCCM RB/ABC/B294 IFU : 3201400873818

Cotonou, Republic of Benin,

t : (229) 9595 0716, 2101 2633, 

e : contact@irmd.net, w : http://irmd.net

let’s build a savvier Africa!

http://facebook.com/irmd.afrique
http://twitter.com/irmd_afrique
http://www.linkedin.com/company/irmd

